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Lesson Plan Help English Class V Student Learning Results demonstrate the use of being, doing and having as a core and helping verbs in sentences. Information for Teachers Teaching Verbs helps the main verb describe an action that occurred in the past, takes place in the present or will occur in the
future. · The basic verbs have a meaning in themselves (as opposed to verbs). There are thousands of basic verbs. Such as: watch, clean, see, run, says, share, collect, copy, build, etc. We usually use verbs with basic verbs. They help the main verb (which has a real meaning). · Auxiliary verbs ('had
verbs') have no meaning in themselves Helping the Glagols. Help verbs perform other specific tasks to further change the validity or meaning of the underlying verb. · The verb helps us know when the verb has been used. He talks about the tension of the verb. · Some sentences have more than one verb.
They have a basic verb that shows the main action or state of being. They also have a verb of help. · The verb of help always comes before the main verb in the sentence. (For example: I read my favorite novel. (Helps the verb by reading the main verb) The verb is, is and do can be used as basic verbs or
as help/has verb. · The verb will be used as a help verb for continuous time. (For example: He watches cartoons. (Is as a verb of help, observing as the main verb) the verb is used as a verb of help to make perfect times. (For example: I finished my class job. (Have as a verb help, finished as the main
verb) The verb does is used as a verb to help ask questions, make negatives and make an accent about for example: Do you sleep early at night? (Do as the verb helps, sleep as the main verb) o She doesn't drink coffee. (Does, as helps the verb, drink as the main verb. (Do as the verb helps, sleep as
the main verb) The distribution of time is flexible and can vary according to the need for activity. · This lesson should be practiced in another lesson until students understand the concept. Material /Resources Mel/Marker, Board, Textbook Worm Activity Note: Students have studied the use of verbs to be,
make and have as aid and basic verbs in previous classes. o Write a sentence on the board and ask students to identify the verb in it. o If students identify both verbs (this is walking), praise If they give only one verb, tell them that there are two verbs in Offer. · Emphasize verbs, as students say. Tell
students that one verb is a verb of help, and one verb is the main verb in the sentence. Ask the students to identify them. · Praise students if they define the verb of help (is) and the main verb (walking). · Overwork them briefly about helping verbs and basic verbs if they are not defined correctly. ·
Strengthen what I am, is, makes used for a special noun, can be used for both singular and plural, have been, have, do, are used for plural noun. Tell students about exceptions for 'I' and 'you' Development Activities 1 Ask students to take their textbooks. · Read aloud a sentence from a textbook in which
the verb to be, do or have is used as the main verb. Ask one of the students to determine whether the verb is used as the primary verb or verb of help. · Praise students if he/she gives the right answer. If the student did not give the correct answer. Ask another student to explain to him why his response
was incorrect. · Again ask the first student to look into the book and read another example. · Ask different students to give examples of sentences and tell if the verbs am, is, was, had, did, did, used as basic or assisting verbs. · Take action as long as time allows. Operation 2 Write am, is, are, were, had,
had, have, have done, have done on the board. · Ask the students to take out their notebooks. · Tell students to make one sentence using each verb as a verb of help. · Students may have trouble using do, made, doing as the verbs help. You can write one example on the board if they need help. For
example, please come to the wedding. He's cleaning up. She counted the eggs. · Give students some verbs to use as basic verbs with am, have been, have been, had, had, did, do, do. Do this only if students have difficulty thinking verbs. · Move around to control the students working. Help students
where and when they need it. · Some students learn faster than others and their work is fast. Make such students help students who are slow students. · Students learn better from their peers, but keep an eye on them to make sure they work together. Outcome / Conclusion Sharpen lesson by asking
students whether they can recognize to be, do and have verbs as basic or help verbs wherever they read or hear in their school book, books on stories, magazines, television. Assessment Evaluate students' understanding of aid and basic verbs through their correct answers during the worm up up ·        
Evaluate the ability of students to identify and distinguish to be, do and have as a core and helps verbs during activity one. ·         Evaluate the ability of students to make simple suggestions with being, having and doing as basics and helping verbs through activity 2 and follow-up. ·         Organize a written
test in a few days to further assess the ability of students to use verbs to be, have and do as basic and assisting verbs. Subsequent e-give students five verbs of the morning, eat, eat, have been, have, have done and ask them to make sentences, using them as basic verbs. 4.6.1 Auxiliary verb is the verb
that we use with the basic verb to form time and form negative and questionable forms. They usually come before the basic verbs and make basic verbs into phrases. In English, assistant means help or support; for example, in a hospital, an auxiliary nurse is a nurse's assistant (often referred to as a
paramedic). The verb is a functional word that shows time and has no inherent meaning, while the main verb is the content of the word that provides meaning. For example, in the following present the continuous phrase is a verb, while driving is the main verb: They go to Liverpool. 4.6.2 There are three
main havel verbs in English: be, do and have. All of them are irregular verbs, so we have to study their different forms. Be, do, and can also be the main verbs, for example: WAKE as the main verb: WAKE like an axiliary verb: These candies are good.                                She's getting ready to meet. DO
as the main verb: DO as an axiliary verb: I made the dishes.                                      I don't like classical music. HAVE as the main verb: HAVE as an axiliary verb: I have four sisters.                                             I haven't seen them in a while. Sometimes the same verb is the verb and the basic verb in the
same sentence: BE: It is rough. BEFORE: We don't know what to do. 4.6.3 From each main auxiliary verb we get the following forms: BE: be, am, is, is, being, was, were DO: do, did have: has, has, had 4.6.4 there are also nine modal verbs in English: maybe, maybe, should, should, maybe, can. We look
at modal have verbs in more detail in Lesson 5.4, although we discuss will be below because we need it to help make the future simple. this elementary course we look at eight different times. The five most common times are listed in blue. Some times, such as Present Perfect Continuous, use two haves
together. You can see each time with their respective fulcist below: 4.6.6 Let's see how we use have verbs with each of the nine times: In the present simple, do or appear out of nowhere in negative and questionable forms that may make them seem completely illogical. They don't appear in a positive
sentence, so we have to remember to use them in a negative and questionable way: This simple has the verb : (I, you, us, them): NO AUXILIARY VERB in a positive way - I don't like chips.    not (negative form of DO - abbreviation 'not')? Do you like chips?    Infinite form to do - Yes, I do.    Repeat has a



verb from the question Real simple has : (He, She, It's a third party): - She loves chips.    NO AUXILIARY VERB in positive form - She doesn't like chips.    not (negative form of third person DO: use with it, it is only) ? Does she like chips?    does (a positive form of third party DO use with it, it's only) - Yes,
she does.    repeat has the verb of the question If the basic verb is in the present simple, we use to be as an auxiliary verb: I: I'm late.    I'm not late.   ? Am I running late? He / She / It: - He is Dutch.   - He is not (not) Dutch.   ? Is he Dutch? You / We / They: We are students.   We are not (not) students.   ?
Are we students? In the present continuous, we use real simple forms to make all have verbs - mornings, is, is - then add ing form. For example: This continuous verb: I write a letter.    am -- first-person form to be -- I don't write by email.    am not to make a negative form? Are you writing a letter?    before
the proness and inversion to make the form of the question -- Yes, I.    We use the form of the first person to be now simple. In the past we just used made with all the pronouns, including a third party. As in present Simple, has not been present in the positive sentence, but only in negative and
questionable forms: Past simple has verb : You made a sandwich.    NO AUXILIARY VERB in a positive way - you haven't made a sandwich.    don't make a negative form? Did you make a sandwich?    made a pronoun and infinitive (main verb) - Yes, I did.    repeat the verb of the question If the basic
verb will, we use to be as auxiliary verb in past forms was and was: I: I'm late.    - I wasn't (I wasn't) late.    ? I'm late? He /She / It: - He was late.    It wasn't (wasn't) late.    ? Is he late? You / We / They: We are late.    We're not late.    ? Are we late? In the past The continuous we use was for me and the
third person (he, she, this) and were for all other pronouns: Past continuous auxiliary verb : (I, He, She, It was): was a form of ING - She did not eat lunch.    was not to make a negative form? Did she have lunch?    it was up to pronouns and inversions to make the form of the question -- yes, she was.   
repeat has the verb of the question Past Continuous Auxiliary Verb : (You, Us, They - were): were ing form - They did not speak.    were not to make a negative form? Did they talk?    were up to pronouns and inversions to make the form of the question -- yes, they were.    repeat the verb from the
question In Present Perfect we use the current simple form must do both have verbs - there are (for me, you, we, they) and (for him, She, She, She - third person) - plus past participle (also known as the third form): The present Perfect has : (I, you, we, We are): there is a past participle (third form) - I
have not read this book.    don't have a negative form? Have I read this book?    have up pronouns and inversions to make the form of the question -- yes, I have.    repeat have from the question Present perfect has : (He, She, It - has): - The film finished.    has past involvement (third form) - The film is
not over.    has no negative shape? Is the movie over?    has in front of the subject and inversions to make the form of the issue -- yes, it has.    repeat the verb of the question In Present Perfect Continuous we use the current simple form must do both have verb - there are (for me, you, we, They) and has
(for Him, She, It's a third person) - just like in the present Perfect. We also add it was (which is also in the past participle verbs to be and go). The main verb is the form of ING: Present Perfect Continuous Auxiliary Verbs: (I, You, We, They Are): there were ING form - I did not sing.    haven't made a
negative form? Did I sing?    have up pronouns and inversions to make the form of the question -- it was -- Yes, I have.    repeat the first has of the issue Of The Real Perfect Continuous Auxiliary Verbs: (He, She, She - Has): Hsa was a form of ING - It doesn't work.    has not make a negative form ? Did it
work?    has up to pronouns and inversions to make the form of the question -- it was -- Yes, it has.    repeat the first one of the in Future Simple question, which we use has a modal verb with all pronouns, including a third party. Modal verbs always follow the infinitive form of the verb, making the future
simple one of the simplest stresses to remember: The future of Simple has a verb : - They will drive home.    They won't go home.    wouldn't it make a negative form? Are they going home?    will be up to pronouns and inversions to make the form of the question -- yes, they will.    repeat the verb of the
question How in the future simple, we use the modal verb will in the future continuously with all pronouns, including a third party. We also add to be, which is usually an infinitive verb but is used in this time as an auxiliary verb. Auxiliary verbs follow ING form: The future of Continuous has verbs : it is ing
form - We will not dine.    won't make a negative form (there will be no reduction) ? Will they go home?    will be up to pronouns and inversions to make the shape of the question -- be -- Yes, they will.    It is important to remember that because they are functional words, they are usually sharpened in
informal speech and writing. If you don't use abbreviations, your spoken English will sound too formal and your informal writing too. Also - and more seriously - if you don't use any native speaker you may well understand what you mean, but your English will sound broken, for example: I'm going to a party
instead of I'm going to a party. Auxiliary abbreviations of the verb in English: Of course, we write was not bin, but we pronounce was in abbreviation more like the word bin. The English bean is a bob, but pronounced just like the full form (individual pronunciation) was (they are homophones), so if you
pronounce was like a bob we can start thinking about lunchtime! Exercises: Ex. 4.6.1 Writing practices using verbs in the current continuous tense forms of questions, filling out the following sentences. The first one was made for you: 1. Who do you take to Cam's party on Wednesday? 2. What are you 3.
Why are you 4. Why don't you 5. When you're 6. Where you are 7. Like you have eight. Which one of you is you. Whose do you have? How many you have, and 11. How much you have, just like you. What the th, it's you (me) auxiliary verbs lesson plan pdf. auxiliary verb lesson plans esl. auxiliary verb
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